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Project Description 

 
 This multi-track recording was one of the most relaxed and rewarding experiences in the studio 

ever. Looking back, it’s clear now that having a group of easy-going friendly AND, talented guys in the 

studio that you can get along with, is how you achieve quality results. Lucky we needed little time to 

get to know one another, all having worked with me at an unmentioned mega-franchise music shop, 

we’ve bonded over many a lunch break and swapped war stories about belligerent customers and 

crappy gear. Sam, a slinky, big-eyed lead singer/guitarist, and I set up this project over one of these 

lunch fiesta’s. The plan was very simple, he has a short and sweet 3 chord wonder pop song to get off 

his chest, I needed something great sounding and not overly complicated to present in this portfolio 

project. 

Project Summary 

 

 The band, named Afterwords (not misspelled) is a foursome, the already mentioned Sam, 

preschool teacher/Bassist Ethan, and music shop manager/Afterwords drummer, Austin Woodhead. 

These guys are all some of the awkwardly nicest people you could ever meet. Working with this band 

was one of the most pleasant and more fulfilling audio experiences I could have had. These people 

are not only tons of fun, but also extremely talented, and clearly have studio experience and etiquette. 

I totally lucked out crossing paths with these guys, I’ll be lucky to have future sessions with as 

awesome a workflow as these dudes. What we did in the studio was nothing short of a blast and that 

is why it’s my goal to present a multi-track that not only shows how good these guys are, but just as 

importantly, how much fun they are as well! 
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Preproduction Schedule 

 

Session 1  

05.03.2012 
Studio D (Drum Tracking) 

 Imagine your typical drum tracking session… now simplify that by one hundred. The drummer, 
Austin, plays a tiny kit, a three piece kit to be exact. One tom, two floor, a snare, and a kick; this 
should be about as straightforward as it could get. The goal here is to track the drums at 210bpm (the 
drummer needs all those extra clicks I guess). I will be provided a scratch track (just bass/and guitar 
on a two track) to line up with the click track. Lucky me, I won’t have to setup the band just for scratch! 
Hooray for studio musicians! 
 Planning for drum tracking for me has always been a tricky balance where too many 
microphones is usually my downfall (actually, the last time I showed up to a drum recording without 
enough microphones has yet to happen, it’s hard to bring less than four). Thankfully, with a kit this 
small it will be hard to over pack, Kick in, kick out, snare top/bottom. Spot microphones on the hat, ride 
and toms, and some overheads. Austin, being an engineer at Clatter had some interesting requests 
and ideas which I conceded on mostly happily. Recording the kick out with a condenser was the 
oddest of his request. 20-20k high sensitivity flat response kick drum recordings can sound great, 
when recorded in perfect isolation. 
 

Session 2 

07.29.2012  
Studio D (Guitar/Bass/Vocal Overdubs) 

 Overdubs, three parts to track, two people to manage; odds are favorable that this goes without 
a hitch. Sam performs double duty on guitars and vocals, Ethan on bass. Not being concerned with a 
long setup and teardown (unlike drums) I should have the luxury of time and experimentation. 
Microphone placement has always been more like throwing darts to me than a science. In a situation 
like this my plan is to throw a small handful of darts blindly at my target in the hope that a few stick. 
Here’s the idea, I am going to bring a small assortment of microphones for Sam’s guitar cab; A 57, a 
609, an RE320, and the 441. It’s my hope that statistically one or more of these microphones will just 
happen to wind up in just close enough the sweet spot to workout. I’m not a gambler however, so I will 
also be using a DI just in case. For bass tracking, I just plan on bringing two different microphones and 
using a di 
 As far as the vocals are concerned, as an AI student I get access to the U87. This is going to be 
hard to mess up especially considering I’m amplifying through the 6176. Short of dropping the 
microphone itself, I doubt there’s much I could do to ruin this performance. Plug it in, turn it on, don’t 
trip, don’t clip. 
 

Session 3 

08.07.2012  
Home Studio (Mix down/Studio D Preparation) 

 Edit, edit, edit, mix, mix, mix. No dates just mixing whenever I feel like it. I can’t predict the 
future so I won’t. Bottom line, mix until I can’t mix no more, bus down to sixteen channels, plan some 
gear to process though, and get the track ready to bounce through the mix dream. 
 
Session 4 

08.20.2012 
Studio D (Hardware Mix) 
 I’ll have 8 stereo tracks to play with. The game is to get them from Pro Tools, through some 
outboard gear, and back into Pro Tools. Next comes some sixteen track patch bay action into the 
Mixdream. +3dB fader adjustments on stereo tracks, and loop the output back to Pro Tools without 
blowing something up. Should be cake! 
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Input List 

 

Instrument Mic In Pre Amp SSL 

Line 

Bus P T In  Track 

Kick in RE27 1 6176 1 25 25 1 

Kick out NTK 2 737xt 2 26 26 2 

Snare.T SM57 3 SA - 1 3 27 27 3 

Snare.B SM57 4 SA - 2 4 28 28 4 

        

Tom.T MD421 5 SSL 5 D 5 5 

Tom.B SM57 6 SSL 6 D 6 6 

Floor 1.T MD421 7 SSL 7 D 7 7 

Floor 1.B SM57 8 SSL 8 D 8 8 

Floor 2.T MD421 9 SSL 9 D 9 9 

Floor 2.B SM57 10 SSL 10 D 10 10 

        

Hat MD441 11 API - 1 11 D 11 11 

Ride MD441 12 API - 2 12 D 12 12 

        

OHL KSM32 13 X73i - A 13 29 29 13 

OHR KSM32 14 X73i - B 14 30 30 14 

        

Room L M300 15 GRACE - 

L 

15 31 31 15 

Room R M300 16 GRACE - 

R 

16 32 32 16 

        

Bass DI 17  17   17 

        

Guitar DI       

Guitar        

        

Guitar DI       

Guitar        

        

Vox Lead        

Adlib L        

Adlib R        

Chorus L        

Chorus R        
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Session 1 – Drum Tracking – Journal 

 
 

05.03.2012 - Studio D 

  Small drum sets are so easy to setup! Austin’s neon green three piece D Drum Dominion kit with Pork 
Pie Big Black Brass snare was a breeze to setup, and the best part was no racks! His kit was so compact 
we fit him easily in the far right corner of the room with his back to the wall. We placed a baffle to his left in 
an attempt to shield him from a particularly disgusting flutter 
echo. I conceded to his unusual request for an NT5 for the kick 
out microphone, I even let him scoot it back around a foot from 
the kit. We expected bleed, but we also envisioned some sort 
of huge supersonic kick, this was enough to satisfy us so we 
moved on. Next we placed 421s on his 2 floor toms and NT5s 
for the hat and ride. He was super eager to use some spare 
sm57s on the top and bottom of the snare; I reluctantly put my 
KM184 I had reserved back in the case. I only wished for an 
easy session and he seemed easy to please, so again I 
conceded and helped him place the 57s about two fat fingers 
away from the heads. 

  Now it was time for the stereo microphones. I hung two 
KSM32s above the drums, spacing them in the obligatory 110 degree space, I also made sure we divided 
his kit nice and evenly. Finally I flipped the lid on two fine specimens, a matched pair of Microtech Geffell 
m300s. The plan was to make these into “room mics.” Somehow during all the excitement of microphone 
placing and bonding, I made the ridiculous decision to place these microphones in the corners of the room 
facing the walls! Austin chuckled commenting that it looked like I put them in timeout. 

  Next I hopped in the control room to set levels and whatnot. I’m a sucker for a sure thing. I routed 
everything cymbal related through the ISAs as well as the kicks and snares. When I ran out of those I 
moved on to the Digimax. The two lonely rooms I patched into the TS1s, an interesting choice in 
retrospect. Those poor m300s probably won’t like me very much after all this downplay. 

  We moved on to level setting and got things dialed in quickly. As I set gains I began to notice how 
freaking hard he likes to hit drums. This man clubbed his kit with the ferocity of a seasoned caveman. It’s 
amazing how easy it is to get great levels with nice strong hits. Setting up the cue was easy (Studio D an I 
know each other well) and soon I had a 219bpm click track AND a scratch guitar/bass backing track piped 
into his ears. I press record just in case, and started the first pass with the usual expectation that this one 
was just to get ready. 

  I was way wrong. As soon as we finished the take Austin stood up exclaiming “NAILED IT!” as he 
pounded the last of the water. He couldn’t have thought we were done, could he? Sure enough, he wanted 
to hear playback to see if that was the keeper. I wasn’t even ready yet with the initial mix! He demanded 
that he hear it anyway so I obliged, wondering if he expected a mix already too. The song was barely 3 
minutes long! “Dude, that sounds awesome! So what do you want to do next?” "Next?" I thought? It was 
barely 2 hours into the session, and Austin figured he was done. As much as I felt weird, I had to agree, 
his drumming was extremely solid. We decided to record a few more takes just for show and then we 
would call tracking to an end. After recording 3 more passes it was clear that his drumming was too 
consistent to waste any more time recording takes which were practically identical. I had to admit, he really 
did nail it the first time. 

  With the chores out of the way we decided it was time to play on my favorite non-mixer, the Icon D. 
She’s as pretty to look at as she is to touch and touch we did. Austin and I pushed out a fader/pan mix to 
start with as we drooled over the gear. With over an hour left to clean up, this session was nothing short of 
victorious 

Austin’s 3 piece kit 
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Session 1 – Drum Tracking – Technical Data 

 

Microphone Positioning/Routing Table 

Instrument Microphone Settings Position Axis Wall In Pre Model Multi in 

Kick In Re27 - All the way in On 1 ISA 1 

Kick Out NT5 - 1’ On 2 ISA 2 

Snare Top SM57 - 1” Off, 45 3 ISA 3 

Snare Bot SM57 - 1” On 4 ISA 4 

Tom 421 M 1” Off, 45 5 Digimax 5 

Floor 1 421 M 1” Off, 45 6 Digimax 6 

Floor 2 421 M 1” Off, 45 7 Digimax 7 

HI Hat NT5 - 2” Off, 45 8 ISA 8 

Ride NT5 - 2” from bell On 9 ISA 9 

Overheads NT5s - ORTF - 10/11 TS1 10/11 

Rooms M300s - Ceiling/Corners - 12/13 TS1 12/13 

 

Preamp Settings 

Instrument Microphone  Preamp  +48 Gain Input Trim Phase 

In Re27 ISA No 30 0 0 0 

Out NT5 ISA Yes 30 +10 0 0 

Top SM57 ISA No 30 +10 0 0 

Bottom SM57 ISA No 30 +20 0 1 

Tom 421 Digimax No - 10:00 - 0 

Floor 1 421 Digimax No - 12:00 - 0 

Floor 2 421 Digimax No - 10:00 - 0 

Hat NT5 ISA Yes 30 0 +8 0 

Ride NT5 ISA Yes 30 0 +8 0 

OHL NT5 ISA Yes 30 +10 +12 0 

OHR NT5 ISA Yes 30 0 +13 0 

Room L M300 TS1 Yes ?? ?? ?? 0 

Room R M300 TS1 Yes ?? ?? ?? 0 
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Session 1 – Drum Tracking – Photos 
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Session 2 – Overdubs – Journal 

 

07.29.2012 – Studio D 

This session started late. Almost thirty minutes late! I have no idea how either. When I left home 

there was an hour to spare. No matter, we had a clear plan, get in, setup all the amps and microphones, 

then retire to the control room patch, and make a headphone mix. I immediately turned to Ethan 

instructing him as to where to place his amp. "Oh, I didn't bring my amp today, I figured we'd DI it like we 

do at home." Strike 2, to be fair however, not having to spend a half an hour fiddling with bass cabinet 

tones and microphone techniques does save me at least half an hour, thus correcting strike one. “Oh, 

awesome,” I replied, “That makes things even easier!” Session two consists of 2 passes, one overdub 

with a guitar and bass track, followed by an overdub of the vocal. Sam swore to me this would be quick 

and easy, I however, was ready for anything. 

For the first overdub I decided to setup a small assortment of microphones. I will be the first to admit, 

tracking loud instruments is not exactly my strong point. In the heat of the moment I usually have little 

time to do much more that place the microphones, set levels, and punch record while I hope for the best. 

Knowing this in advance I decided I would “over-mic” the cabinet. Statistically, one of the microphones 

should find itself in a proverbial ‘sweet spot.’ If not, I’m sure I could blend a nice mix of all the 

microphones. Thinning things down is something I am better at than fattening, I’m also good at having 

backup plans so I threw a sm57 in the mix, “if you aren’t sure, use a 

57.” I laid out the 57, an e609, an RE320, and ended with a 441. In 

essence I place them 2 inches from the cabinet, on axis, and in order 

of cost, left to right. This was rapidly turning into a shoot-out. I grew 

excited and wondered why I hadn’t thought to do this in other 

sessions. I patched every microphone from that guitar cabinet though 

some ISA preamps as well, and then directly into Pro Tools.  

The bass was easily DI'd and patched into an ISA preamp. I 

would have like to use the 6176 but I needed to setup the U87 

carefully in the corner for some sort of talkback system, and I 

needed to patch the 6176 for that instead. Next I retired to the control room and began setting levels. 

Having used the ISAs so much, I quickly got a nice even signal coming from each source. With all tracks 

ready and armed I checked in with Sam and Ethan, and then pressed record. Sam wasn’t lying either, 

they were over before I knew it. This was similar to the last session. They swore they nailed it on the first 

take. I was willing to concur, but I did ask them to play 2 alternates for show and tell purposes, to which 

they happily obliged. 

Ready to move on I switched into vocal overdub mode, both in Pro Tools, and mentally. Ethan, the 

bassist same in the control room to take a load off, while I fiddled in Pro Tools getting as much ready as I 

could. I remember Sam telling me he just wanted one take, or in other words no backup vocals. I wasn’t 

willing to let him off so easy on my portfolio piece, but I first needed to hear the vocals before any such 

requests were to be made. We got levels, and prepared to record the first pass. I punched the button, and 

we were rolling. He sang some really sweet vocal melodies, and the U87 sang beautifully right along with 

him. I tingled as I heard the entire song come together, understanding Sam’s creative vision finally. The 

song was made clear simple yet catchy, and the melody was haunting and mesmerizing. That is until all 

of a sudden the chorus kicked in and Sam went from soft Radiohead-esque singing to full on screaming 

No such thing as too many 
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“yeah” in groups of three. I jumped almost a foot in the air as both Pro Tools, and the 6176, topped out. I 

had no choice; live or not I had to stop everything! 

I buzzed Sam on the Icon D, “Hey Sam, wow… you gotta warn me, I almost had a heart attack.” 

“Oh yeah, well we usually just play this live. I guess we can record this separately. That would be 

easier huh?” 

Sam must have read my mind. I set everything back into record position, duplicated the audio track, 

and named the armed track “verse.” We nailed that in 4 takes. Easy, but I was more worried about what 

was to come ahead. Surprise or not I would eventually be recording throat destroying screams through 

nearly 17 grand worth of equipment. I wasn’t sure if I should step the input chain down a notch to be safe, 

I definitely was looking at a challenge. I made some time for some test screams and started twisting 

knobs. The more he screamed the more I had to turn him down, the more I turned him down the louder 

he screamed. I had every possible pad, gain, and even equalizer working against him to no avail. I 

shuddered in fear as I thought to myself, “I’m going to have to record compressed.” 

Only second to my fear of breaking expensive things is my fear of recording compressed. One of the 

reasons I love DAWs so much is because my recording philosophy is to err on the side of safety and 

caution. DAWs allow me to do just that as long as I simply record every bone dry and unaltered by 

compressors, equalizers, and effects. Specifically, recording compressed poses a HUGE risk to the 

completion of this project, if I use some faulty compression settings, all of this work would be for nothing, 

as I would have to come BACK into the studio at a later time and re-record the same things. There is no 

such thing as “UN-compressing” after the fact sadly. 

I manned up and switched the necessary patches in the bay to come out the MAIN on the 6176, next 

I dialed in some easy compressor settings, I went hard right on the attack and release knobs to start, 

forecasting a need for excessive compression I chose an 8:1 ratio, and boom, we were ready. He began 

screaming while I fudge the IN knob on the compressor, getting a nice consistent squeeze, and then I 

pushed up the out to get a nice loud yellow level in Pro Tools. “That wasn’t so bad,” I thought. Now was 

the time to hit him with the news about wanting more vocals, I buzzed him before he could weasel out of 

his dilapidated loaner headphones, “Yo Sam, I need more vocals man, please.” 

After a wee bit of negotiating Sam and I agreed that I would use some delay creatively to fill some 

gaps, and in exchange he would record doubles of his 

screams. Anything was fine with me, I gave him the signal, 

and he recorded his doubles in 2 takes, and threw in the 

towel. He was done now, there was no stopping it. I invited 

him into the control room to listen while I did a little pre 

mixing. He was happy with what he heard, and he left as 

quickly as he could. Naturally Ethan was driving him so they 

both left together; I still had an hour and a half so I went to 

town trimming up his doubles. I wanted them to start and 

end 100% on time with each other, as long as these dubs 

were tight, I could do anything with them. I trimmed the tips of the first “yeahs” and used Pro Tools TCE 

mode to line things up. I had one down, 63 to do. ‘Tab,’ ‘2,’ ‘b,’ then grab the mouse and to the time warp, 

again. After 45 minutes, I wanted out too. I bounced, and then I bounced. 

  

TCE Edits 
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Session 2 – Overdubs – Technical Data 

 

Microphone Position/Routing Table 

 Microphone Distance Axis Settings Pre Input Track 

Bass Di - On +48 ISA 1 Bass DI 

Guitar 1 Di - On +48 ISA 2 Gtr DI 

Guitar 1 Sm57 2” On - ISA 3 Gtr 57 

Guitar 1 E609 2” On - ISA 4 Gtr 609 

Guitar 1 Re320 2” On M ISA 5 Gtr 320 

Guitar 1 Md441 2” On M, +48 ISA 6 Gtr 441 

Vocals U87 8” On Cardioid, Flat 6176 7 Lead Vox 

Vocals U87 12” On Cardioid, Flat 6176 7 Scream L 

Vocals U87 12” on Cardioid, Flat 6176 7 Scream R 

 

Preamp Table 

 Microphone Pre +48 Gain Input Trim Impedance 

Bass Di ISA Yes - 20 +9 - 

Guitar 1 Di ISA Yes - 10 +7 - 

Guitar 1 Sm57 ISA No - 30 +10 - 

Guitar 1 E609 ISA No +30 30 +9 - 

Guitar 1 Md421 ISA No - 30 +8 - 

Guitar 1 Md441 ISA Yes - 30 +8 - 

Vocals U87 6176 Yes +5 4 - 500 

 

6176 Compressor (Screams) 

Input Output Attack Release Ratio 

6 8 3 4 4:1 
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Session 2 – Overdubs – Photos 

 

 

Guitar Microphone Distance/Axis 

 

 

Guitar Microphone Preamps 

 
U87 Positioning 

 
Vocal Preamp/Compressor(top) 
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Session 3 – Mix down and Studio D Prep – Journal 

 

08.07.2012 – Home Studio 

Mix time. Not needing to waste any time comping tracks or cleaning up, I dived right in. First, I laid 

out SSL Channels across all of my drum tracks. These suckers are great, they have everything I need for 

drums including filters (HPF, and a LPF), gates/expanders, compressors, and 4 equalizations bands 

spread conveniently across the audio frequency spectrum. I started by gating. 

Drum track preparation is fun enough. Just gate the pieces, blend and pan. I started checking the 

files and began to take in the gravity of the task ahead. So the nt5 on the kick out blew up in my face, or 

more accurately put, "didn't" blow up in my face" like we wanted. Instead, I got a huge helping of cymbals 

and snares in there I would have to filter out. I matched kicks and snares, built something usable, and 

moved on to overheads.  

Austin really is a fantastic drummer. He is on time and strikes with some of the hardest hitting 

velocities I have yet to track. That being said I found the hat and ride tracks completely unnecessary. 

Austin's drumming ferocity came through plenty in the overheads; No problem really considering it makes 

mixing that much less complicated. While checking the overheads for phase I realized I messed up bad 

too... I never checked the distance to the snare! The right overhead was totally behind. Not much, but 

enough to annoy me visually. I tidied that boo-boo and made a mental note for next time. 

I faded the overheads came in, I needed to clip the transients out of the overheads, smooth out the 

highs, so I engaged the SSL’s famous “fast attack” mode and compressed at a gentle 2.8. Here I noticed 

some more time alignment that needed to be done, and I also had to turn up the left side quite a bit to 

even things out.  

Room the microphones came into play next. Looking back I have no idea what the hell I was 

thinking. I stuffed m300s in the corners facing 

the walls in a room I already knew had bad 

acoustics... how I wished for a time machine. 

The flaming was nothing short of annoying, I 

tried everything including time aligning, 

panning, and mashing down on the transients 

with a compressor. Nothing satisfied me, I was 

having a problem with Austin’s Hi-hat. His aggressiveness had forced the hat into the rooms! The sheer 

acoustic physics required to pull off this feat still impress me. Someone also remind me to check rooms 

next time I set up to track. I opted for a stronger compressor, the CLA76, Just to make the highs 

smoother and shinier. So far between the rooms, overheads, kick, and snare, I already had a solid and 

great sound! 

Being one who likes to mix easier not harder, I set up a dry drum bus and 2 parallels to play with; I 

placed the Puigchild 670 (a Fairchild 670 imitation) on bus 3 and a SSL compressor on bus 2. I began 

clamping down pretty hard on bus 2 and setup a dry/wet blend. Next I threw the bass down the same 

busses to save time and apply a consistent compression to the bass, something to glue it into the drums. 

Consider it a “poor-man’s” side-chain compressor, anything that compresses the drums also comps the 

bass, and vice versa. Now the rhythm section was rumbling nicely. To top things off I cleaned up the 

toms, and created a reverb channel for the individually gated drum pieces.  

Drum SSL Channel Strips 
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Next it was time to work on the guitar, after lots of A/B’ing it was clear that my over microphone plan 

wasn’t quite enough. I like the high end from the 441, everything else ate up too much space. I boosted 

the top end even more, high passed up to 1.7 kHz, and then turned to the DI for reinforcement. I added 

some saturation to the DI guitar, created a live parallel of the DI, and placed a really nice guitar modeling 

plugin GTR Toolkit on the parallel. I got a lovely thick, but not too huge guitar sound, added it to the 441, 

and got a blend that was both thick and sharp. 

I experimented with some reverb on the vocals, and drums, just as place holders; the plan was to 

setup the session to use hardware effects and compressors. With that in mind, I still added some 

“scratch” compression on the vocals a well, I would use this as something to aim for when I landed in the 

actual studio. I created a reference mix, imported that into Pro Tools, then proceeded to bounce these 20 

something tracks down to 8 stereo tracks and one leftover mono track for the lead vocal. I checked the 

prints to the reference, everything was a go! I brought the reference mix to class for a once over, got a 

great response, and then created a stripped down session to quickly hop in the studio and work from. 

Things were looking awesome so far. 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference Mix (not featured) 
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Session 3 – Mix down and Studio D Prep – Technical Data 

 
Plugin Dynamics Tables 

 
SSL Channel Dynamics 

 

 Compressor Gate/Expander Out 

Track Ratio Threshold Release Fast? Range Threshold Release Fast? Gate Gain 

Kik.In 2.5 -11 .1 No 40 0 .7 Yes Yes -6.1 

Kik.Out 5 -11 .1 No 40 -3 3.8 Yes Yes 0 

Sn.Top 4.2 2 .1 Yes 40 0 .3 Yes Yes 0 

Sn.Bot 7 -10 .1 Yes 40 -22 .4 Yes No -1.1 

Tom 1 - - - - 40 -2 .7 Yes No 0 

Floor 1 - - - - 40 -3 .8 Yes No 0 

Floor 2 - - - - 40 0 2 Yes No 0 

Tom.Bus - - - - 40 .5 2.2 Yes No 0 

OHL 2.8 .2 .35 Yes - - - - - 0 

OHR 2.8 .2 .35 Yes - - - - - 0 

 

Other Dynamics 

Track Plugin Input Threshold Output Attack T/C Release Ratio 

Room L CLA76 -14.7 - -33.3 6.04 - 7 All 

Room R CLA76 -14.7 - -33.3 6.04 - 7 All 

Latvert (Lateral) Puigchild 670 12 4.7 -5.2 - 1 - - 

Latvert (Vertical) Puigchild 670 3 5.9 2 - 2 - - 

Drum Verb URS Strip Pro - -28.8 .8 201 us - 82 ms 5:1 

Bass URS 1970-C 10.8 -5.2 0 .4 ms - 10 ms 6.5:1 

 

Plugin Filter Tables 

Track Plugin HPF (hz) LPF (hz) Q (db/oct) 

Kik.In SSL Channel - 10.5 - 

Kik.Out SSL Channel - 3 - 

Sn.Top SSL Channel 50 9.5 - 

Sn.Bot SSL Channel 20 8 - 

Tom 1 SSL Channel - 5 - 

Floor 1 SSL Channel 20 5 - 

Floor 2 SSL Channel - 5 - 

Tom.Bus SSL Channel - 5 - 

OHL SSL Channel 50 - - 

OHR SSL Channel 50 - - 

Gtr.441 EQ1B 1,790 - 6 

Lead Vocal EQ1B 323 - 12 

Scream L EQ1B 513 - 6 

Scream R EQ1B 513 - 6 
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Plugin Equalization Tables 

SSL Channel Equalization 

 HF HMF LMF LF 

Track dB kHz Bell dB kHz Q dB kHz Q dB Hz Bell 

Kik.In 10.8 8 No 8.9 2.3 1.84 -15 .65 3.5 7.9 62 Yes 

Kik.Out -15 1.5 No 9 1.2 1.75 -15 .3 1.1 6 86 Yes 

Sn.Top - - - -12 .7 2 5.5 .25 2 3.5 86 Yes 

Sn.Bot 3 7 Yes -9.5 .65 1.5 9 .25 2.5 6.5 81 Yes 

Tom 1 -15 8 No - - - -3 .3 2.5 3 150 No 

Floor 1 -15 8 No - - - -7 .65 2.2 - - - 

Floor 2 -15 8 No - - - -3 -.25 2.5 - - - 

Tom.Bus - - - 7 2.5 1.75 -3 .65 1.75 -3 150 Yes 

OHL - - - -6 2.8 1.7 -8.8 .2 3.5 -5.8 150 Yes 

OHR - - - -6 3 1.7 -8.8 .2 3.5 -5.8 150 Yes 

 

API-550B Equalization 

 High High Middle Low Middle Low 

Track dB K Type dB K dB K dB K Type 

Kik In 2 5 Peak 2 1.5 - - - - Shelf 

Tom Bus 4 5 Peak 4 800 - - - - Peak 

Room L 6 10 Shelf -6 3 -9 700 9 200 Shelf 

Room R 6 10 Shelf -6 3 -9 700 9 200 Shelf 

Gtr.Di.Aux - - - -9 1.5 - - - - - 

 

Other Equalization 

 LF LMF 

Track Plugin Type Q Hz dB Q Hz dB Model 

Room L EQ4B Peak 8.88 230.6 -18 10 127.5 -18 - 

Room R EQ4B Peak 8.88 230.6 -18 10 127.5 -18 - 

Drum Verb URS Strip Pro - - - - 1.11 854 7 1967 

Gtr.441 EQ4B - - - - - - - - 

 

 HMF HF 

Track Q Hz dB Model Type Q Hz dB Model 

Room L 7.95 3,920 -17.3 - Peak 7.92 5,790 -16.5 - 

Room R 7.95 3,920 -17.3 - Peak 7.92 5,790 -16.5 - 

Drum.Verb 1.41 3,000 5.7 1980 Shelf 1.6 12,000 2.7 1970 

Gtr.441 - - - - Shelf 1 1,800 5.5 - 

 

API-560 (Bass DI) 

16K 8K 4K 2K 1K 500Hz 250Hz 125Hz 63Hz 31Hz Output 

-6 -3.3 .1 -.2 0 1.5 0 1.4 3.9 2.6 -8.6 
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Plugin Effects 

URS Saturation 

 Input Saturation Model Output Wet 

Bass.DI 1.6 80% Tube - Tape - 100% 

Guitar.DI 2.8 100% Tape -  15ips - 100% 

 

AiR Reverb (Lead Vocal) 

 Early Reflections Reverb Room Highs Lows 

Pre Size Time Balance Type Spread Out Delay Ambience Density Time Freq Cut Mix 

8  68% .7 25%  Vint 1 87% +46 18  86% 79% +5% 9.91 15  100% 

 

GTR Tool Rack (Gtr DI 2) 

Overdrive 6 band equalizer Amp 

Drive Tone Level 125k 250k 500k 1,000k 2,000k 4,000k Type 

38 64 55 -60% -40% -10% +10% +20% +30% Clean 

 

Routing Tables 
Track Input Send A Send B Output Print? 

Bass.DI Audio   Drum Bus No 

Kik.in Audio Drum Room Vox Verb Drum Bus No 

Kik.Out Audio   Drum Bus No 

Sn.Top Audio Drum Room  Drum Bus No 

Sn.Bot Audio Drum Room  Drum Bus No 

Tom 1 Audio   Tom Bus No 

Floor 1 Audio   Tom Bus No 

Floor 2 Audio   Tom Bus No 

Tom Bus Tom Bus Drum Room  Drum Bus No 

OHL Audio   Drum Bus No 

OHR Audio   Drum Bus No 

Room Audio   Drum Bus No 

Roomer Audio   Drum Bus No 

Dry Drum Bus   Dry Drums Yes 

Comp Drum Bus   Dry Drums 2 Yes 

Later Drum Bus   Compressed Drums Yes 

Room verb Drum Room   Drum Reverb Yes 

Gtr DI 1 Audio Gtr DI 2  Guitar Yes 

Gtr DI 2 Gtr DI 2   Guitar Yes 

Gtr 441 Audio   Guitar Yes 

Vox 1 Audio Vox Comp Vox Verb Lead Vocal Yes 

Vox Verb Vox Verb   Vocal Reverb Yes 

Scream L Audio Vox Comp Vox Verb Screams Yes 

Scream R Audio Vox Comp Vox Verb Screams Yes 

Vox dB Vox Comp   Comp Vocal Yes 
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Session 3 – Mix down and Studio D Prep – Screenshots 

  

 

Studio D Prints (mix window) 

 

Studio D Prints (edit window) 
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Session 4 – Hardware Mix – Journal 

 

08.20.2012 – Studio D 

 Studio D and I were only getting closer and closer. This was my third and final visit, and this time it 

was just the two of us. I came with 17 prints (8 stereo tracks, and a mono lead vocal), I needed 4 

compressors (3 stereo, and a mono), 2 stereo equalizers, and 2 reverb units (one mono and one stereo). 

Everything was planned to a T, I had brought a reference mix, and screenshots of optimal gain reductions 

for each compressor. 

 I started by soloing the second drum parallel and patching it through the stereo Neve compressor. 

After manhandling the knobs got some nice pop out of it, I also should mention I could not figure out how 

to link them so I parroted the left channels settings onto the right. Once finished, I muted the channel and 

moved on to the drum reverb. I needed a stereo reverb unit so I inserted the PCM91 and brought up a 

patch I would be familiar with, preset “1.2 - studio reverb.” I was looking to add some depth to the 

individual drum pieced I gated rather sharply with the SSL channels. Pretty soon I dialed in a tone I liked, 

I then moved on to vocals. 

 It should be noted that I only had planned to adjust drum tones using parallels, and compress the 

vocals using hardware. As I began to pass more tracks through gear a problem began. My mix was 

beginning to melt. Phasing was occurring, and in some cases out right delays. I 

instinctively saved my session and began playing with Pro Tools delay 

compensation settings, but it was only making a small difference. I thought long 

and hard about what was happening and realized that the dry, unpatched parts 

were playing in time, and the patched parts were in time amongst themselves. 

The discrepancy occurred between the dry tracks and the hardware processed 

effects. It couldn’t be the gear itself… it had to be Pro Tools. 

 I considered everything, from decreasing the buffer size (resulting in an 

annoying game of trial and error, and Pro Tools restarts), to manually nudging 

the dry clips in time with the hardware, (dangerous solution, your clips lose 

continuity with older sessions). What would be the easiest thing to do… the 

answer hit me while taking a break; Patch the dry parts out of Pro Tools, through 

a TTS cable, and back into a separate Pro Tools in. Seemed easy enough, this trick should account for 

the latency, and all I have to do is re-record the dry pieces onto new tracks.  

 The patching trick worked like a charm. My mix was saved; I could even play the whole thing live, 

and adjust all of the gear on the fly! “And they say you can’t mix in Studio D because there’s no mixer!” I 

thought aloud. I was mixing live just fine, it kind of felt like surfing for a moment, I wasn’t just zeroing in on 

one piece and tweaking it, but instead standing back, and just playing with everything all at once and 

listening to everything. As I listened to what I had done before, the compression was a little tight and the 

equalization was extreme. With this newfound perspective I loosened up the compressors and toned 

down the equalizer moves I was so sure sounded great when soloed. I will say, I never thought I would 

need console tape in a room with a control surface, but it would have been nice because it was hard to 

keep track of what piece of gear affected what track. I did well, but the guessing slowed things down quite 

a bit. After everything sounded awesome I moved on to the printing stage. Being a wiz with routing I 

printed everything in one take. Things sounded great, and I now had portable stems to further mix from. 

Studio D Mix Session 
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Session 4 – Hardware Mix – Technical Data 

 

Hardware Dynamics Table 

Track Model Thresh Ratio/Comp Attack Release Knee Char/Drive in out 

Drums 2 Neve 8 8:1  +2 - - 4  

Lead Vocal 6176  8:1 6 5 - - 3 6 

Screams Trakker 3.5 - 3 3 3.5 H C.VCA - - 

Comp Vox 7802 - 11:00 +4 +4 - 12:30 - 11:00 

 

Hardware Equalization Table 

  LF LMF 

Track Model Gain +/- 9 Freq Q Gain +/- 9 Freq Q 

Lead Vocal Amek 9098 12 Yes .2k 10:00 +9 Yes .5k 10:00 

Screams GML 6  .2k .8 5  .4k .8 

 

 HMF HF 

Track Gain Freq Q Gain Freq Q/Type Sheen 

Lead Vocal +6 1.5k 10:00 +6 10K Shelf Yes 

Screams 9 1.5k 1.5 6 10K 3 - 

 

Hardware Effects Table 

  Delay Time Preset/Type Mid RT Size Diffuse Lo High Dense 

Drum Room PCM91 - - 1.2 .874 24.5 m 71% - - - 

Vox Verb SPX2000 39.4 ms .8 Room - - 3 .5 1.0 100% 
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Session 4 – Hardware Mix – Photos 

 

 
 

Hardware Chain  
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Session 5 – Final Mix – Journal 

 

09.04.2012 – Campus DAW 

 Last session, hardly any work at all. Mission one; blend the screaming double vocals with the 

guitars better. It was decided the coolest way to do this would be to create a double track of the guitar 

chorus by shuffling around a duplicate of the guitar tracks. The click track these guys played to made this 

possible, after swapping things around, making some cuts and fades and finally automating volume 

changes I would be ready to move onto mission 2. 

 The kick drum came out over compressed. This presents a problem because everything was 

already on its 3rd generation of printing. There was no going back. I imported the original kick in and out 

tracks and ran them through an aux. I nudged them in time with the printed tracks, and began to blend 

them in. This solution worked wonderfully. Thank goodness for backups 

There was a balance issue with the screams I failed to notice in the studio. The left side screams 

were more prominent than the right side screams, but the track was already in stereo. The quick fix was 

to create a stereo bus out connected to two mono auxes in, effectively splitting the stereo print into two 

separate left and right auxes. The difference in volume needed was minimal (less than a decibel and a 

half) but it was enough to notice later on. 

Next up, add delay to the verses. Rather than play with automation I decided it would be best to just 

duplicate the compressed vocals and snip out the parts I didn’t want delayed. This seemed easy, quick, 

and accurate. I inserted an H Delay on the duplicate, set it to half notes and let it do it’s thing. Lastly I 

added some vocal automation and matched the lead vocal levels to the new double tracked guitar levels. 

Knowing when you are done is as important as knowing where to start. I knew that there was little 

more I could or should do to this mix. Not only was the band pleased, my teacher approved the session 

the following day, and most importantly I am proud of it myself. It’s nice to completely understand he 

process and produce predictable and quality results. I didn’t accidently mix this one, it came out the way I 

wanted it t! 

Session 5 – Final Mix – Technical Data 

 

Plugin Effects Table 

H Delay (Vocal Comp Duplicate) 

Delay BPM Feedback Low Pass 

1/2 219 49 7.58kHz 
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Session 5 – Final Mix – Screenshots 

 

 
H Delay (Vocal Lead) 

 

 

Final Mix (edit window) 
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Final Mix (Mix window) 


